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PRODUCT REVIEW | HUE HD Pro Camera



HUE HD Pro Camera



CONTACT: WWW.HUEHD.COM/PRO REVIEWED BY: JOHN DABELL



Classroom cameras have been around for a fair old while now and it always surprises me that many colleagues still shy away from them. I have used them to zoom in on salmon eggs to see the embryos moving inside, and to enlarge texts for students with visual impairments; I’ve demonstrated objects, modelled stop motion animation, shown and assessed students’ work, and even whipped one out in staff meetings to explain forms. A colleague of mine recently did a class ‘selfie’ using one – but then, he would. He’s the same teacher who used it for time-lapse photography, too, and featured it on the school website. As a piece of inexpensive and versatile technology, in short, classroom cameras really are worth investigating. The choice has never been better and with the sun setting on another BETT show it is exciting to see how ‘camera on a stick technology’ has evolved. One product that could get your pulse racing is the HUE HD Pro Camera. It weighs less than my jumper at 570g and comes in a choice of red, blue, green and black. But there is so much more to it apart from being light-weight and aesthetically pleasing. To be accurate, this isn’t just a camera, it’s a USB camera and visualiser – which means that whilst you do handstands, cartwheels, scissor kicks and a quad twist if you want, this versatile plug and play device can record it all as well as scan A4 documents and project them onto a whiteboard.



When you open up the box what you get is the HUE HD Pro Camera, the camera base, USB to mini-USB cable, installation instructions and a single user licence for some software. It shares many of the features of its older sibling the HUE HD camera, but this version is called the ‘Pro’ and to earn that title it comes with a new design for the head and base and some brand new software too. The cameras certainly look like they are from the same family but there are obvious differences. The head of the Pro is squarer looking and contains the manual focusing ring, a camera light and an integrated microphone. The innovative flexible



gooseneck (which you can disconnect, plugging it directly into a laptop rather than using it in its base) is around the 30cm mark – and as good as it is for movement I’d like to see a longer one. I’m not talking a sauropod neck but something with a bit more reach. Some teachers will tell you it’s all about the marking. Others will say it’s all about behaviour management. But from a classroom camera point of view it is all about the base. Or rather it used to be. The base of the camera was often the thing that let the camera down, literally, as they weren’t robust enough. Thankfully that isn’t an issue here. The oblong base is up to the job and it also features a light showing that power is being received. When buying a camera you are looking for a brilliant high resolution picture, as image quality is everything. I have no complaints regarding the HUE Pro as the images and videos produced are excellent. The sound is spot-on too with no issues regarding clarity. I didn’t run my car over it but the camera seems strong enough. It survived being knocked off my desk accidentally and I dare say would make it through much worse.



Even though this gem is supremely easy to use it does come with some specially designed downloadable software called HUE Intuition, which allows you to get to grips with the full functionality of the camera with ease. The software is very exciting because it allows you to record video and sound and save movies locally, email or upload to YouTube. You



can annotate images you take and save them as JPG/BMP/PNG/GIF, take snapshots and take multiple images over time. This is clever stuff and for £44.95 ex VAT you’d be a brave soul to grumble. They say that lessons are more purposeful, engaging and rigorous to students when they involve real world examples. They are right. Classroom cameras are the bee’s knees. You could even show bees’ knees using one – and they allow you to build in lots of opportunities for collaboration, sharing and interactive work. In terms of the engagement factor, using a HUE Pro Camera is ideal for getting together, getting focused and getting down to the business of learning.



VERDICT: SNAP HAPPY



Use the HUE HD Pro as a basic microscope, use it for student presentations, Vlogging, video chats with other schools, or whatever you like... but above all just use one – it offers more than a fixed webcam ever could and it could open your eyes to the possibilities of teaching things differently.



SUBSCRIBE AT TEACHSECONDARY.COM
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Bedienungsanleitung - HUE HD Pro Camera 

Ã–ffnen Sie AMCap und wÃ¤hlen Sie Video Capture Pin aus dem Options MenÃ¼ ... WÃ¤hlen Sie den Video Capture Filter aus dem oben genannten Options MenÃ¼, ...
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HUE HD Kamera HUE HD Pro Kamera IM PREIS ENTHALTEN ... 

BESCHREIBUNG. Gesamtgewicht (inkl. Verpackung). 438g. 562g. VerpackungsmaÃŸe. 200 x 144 x 55 mm. 254 x 152 x 55 mm. KamerahÃ¶he. 350 mm. 440 mm.
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bestellformular - Hue HD 

7,39. 44,34. HUE HD nur Kamera. HUE HD Pro Kamera. 53,95. 10,79. 64,74. HUE HD Pro Kamera + HUE Intuition Einzelnutzer Lizenz. HUE Animation Studio.
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Manuel de l'Utilisateur - Hue HD 

Photo Booth. Skype. Installation Windows. Installation Mac OS x. Windows Live Messenger (MSN). Yahoo! Messenger. Install
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4K Ultra HD Action Camera 

30S/ 60S. Loop Recording. Close/ 2min/ 3min/ 5min. Slow motion. 1080P@60FPS, 720P@90FPS,. 720P@120FPS. 6. The Up/Down bu
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HD Color Video Camera - Sony 

El sensor Exmor CMOS de tipo 1/2,8 de la cámara (que utiliza aproximadamente 2 millones de píxeles válidos) permite capt
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Digital HD Video Camera Recorder 

option. Nous vous recommandons d'utiliser des accessoires Sony d'origine. ...... FX. FH/HQ/LP. Sur ce camÃ©scope. Support d'enregistrement interne.
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HD 760 Pro Webcam 

Filter und Rahmeneffekte fÃ¼r ein personalisiertes Bild. Ein hochwertiges, integriertes. Mikrofon mit hohem Dynamikumfang erweitert Ihre Videoaufnahmen um ...
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Digital HD Video Camera Recorder - Sony Parts 

combination to avoid injury from tip-over. Unplug this .... narrow space, such as between a wall and ...... It may be po
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3D Digital HD Video Camera Recorder 

2011 Sony Corporation. HDR-TD10. US/ES ...... processing FX/FH or 3D movies, and Intel. Core 2 Duo 2.40 ...... or regist
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pro hd wedge - Celestron Teleskope 

Loosen the two latitude locking screws on both sides of the wedge (Figure 2). 2. Push the tilt plate all the way forward
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Widescreen HD Webcam 860 pro 

Widescreen HD Webcam 860 pro. Hi-Speed USB 2.0, High-Definition-Sensor, Face-Tracking, integriertes Mikrofon. Part No.: 460545. Seien Sie im Bilde â€” in ...
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Die HUE HD Pro Kamera ist der perfekte Partner fÃ¼r jeden Lehrer und ... 

Partner fÃ¼r jeden Lehrer und jede Lehrerin;. Super leicht und portabel, kann einfach von. Klasse zu Klasse getragen werden. Dank dem stabilen StandfuÃŸ und ...
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Danke, dass Sie sich fÃ¼r Hue Animation Studio entschieden ... - Hue HD 

FolgeschÃ¤den oder zufÃ¤llige SchÃ¤den. Unter keinen UmstÃ¤nden haftet HUE HD fÃ¼r den Verlust oder Schaden an Programmen, Aufnahmen oder Daten, oder fÃ¼r.
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Portable Hue Go - UserManual.wiki 

9 ene. 2015 - at its election, a replacement device or refund your original .... RESPONSABILITÉ POUR DOMMAGE INDIRECT OU
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HD Webcam 760 Pro XL - Manhattan Products 

Yahoo!, AIM, Google Talk und und anderen Messenger-Programmen. Windows- und. Mac-KompatibilitÃ¤t, Plug&Play-Installation, kompaktes Design und eine. Universal-Cliphalterung, geeignet fÃ¼r fast alle Flachbildschirme, ermÃ¶glichen schnell, einfach und 
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Interchangeable Lens Digital HD Video Camera Recorder 

Mac. OS*1. USB Connection: Mac OS X (v10.3, v10.4, v10.5, v10.6, v10.7, v10.8) “Image Data. Converter Ver.4.2”: Mac OS X
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CCD CAMERA 

Impostare il Subframe (sotto cornice) su Set with Mouse (Imposta con il mouse) e utilizzare il cursore per disegnare una
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HD 4008 HD 4010 

Drehzahl / rotation min-1. 73 109. 64. 96. 53. 80. 38 107 360. Drehantrieb HD 4010 rotary mechanism. Standard Motoren / standard motors. Technische Daten ...
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Milesight H.265 Remote Focus&Zoom Pro Dome Network Camera 

V55.4Â°~V23.7Â°. (3.0~10.5mm). Shutter Time. 1/100000s~1/5s. IR Distance. Up to 50m(3.0~10.5mm)/ 80m(7~22mm). Day&Night. ICR Filter Auto Switch. Video.
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Instant Camera 

Remove insert before placing batteries. â€¢ Use only alkaline batteries. â€¢ About 20 film packs can be shot with new batteries. (Based on our test conditions). â€¢ In cold regions, the battery performance will drop. Warm up the batteries by putting 
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HD 1001 HD 1002 

R38. 915. DÃ¤mpfungssystem. Option: damping system. 775. 606. 90. 124. 87. 176 ... 25 â€” 40. 45 â€” 55. Einzelschlagenergie / single blow energy. Nm ... 180.
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prueba hd prueba hd - Solomoto 

Arrancamos, dejamos que el motor cobre una mínima temperatura, y en ... encima de todo, qué tal va en carretera, y unos
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HD 8021 HD 8032 

Drehmoment / torque. daNm. 1220. 610 305 1700 850 425 2400 1200 600. Drehzahl / rotation min-1. 39. 78. 156. 28. 56. 112. 20. 40. 80. Drehantrieb HD 8032.
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